“Big Money” Cribbage Rules

- Big Money Cribbage Tournament is a 10 game cribbage tournament.
- The point margins on winning games only will count towards final score.
- Losing games are not counted.
- Teams will be ranked by highest winning margin in winning games only.
- In case of tie, there will be a 1 game tiebreak to determine final placement (top 10 only).
- May not peg out on “Nobs”.
- Missed points may not be taken by either team.
- Misdeals do NOT lose crib, the cards will be picked up and reshuffled.

“Second Chance” Cribbage Rules

- The “Second Chance” Tournament is a 5 game “cribbage to lose” Tournament.
- Winners of the Top Ten place prizes of that day are NOT eligible to participate in the “Second Chance” Tournament.
- Players/Teams who won “Special Event Prizes”, i.e. 24 hand, first peg of 12, skunkmasters, etc. are eligible to participate as long as they did not win any top ten prize in “Big Money” tournament.
- The point margin on losing games only will count towards your final score.
- Winning games are not counted.
- Teams will be ranked by highest losing margin in losing games only.
- In case of tie, there will be a 1 game tiebreak to determine final placement (top 10 only).
- May not peg out on “Nobs”.
- Missed points may not be taken by either team.
- Misdeals do NOT lose crib, the cards will be picked up and reshuffled.